Clue One!

Your class needs help! The study guide has been locked away in the large bag! We need to get it out so we can study for our test on ___ / ___

M M / D D
Clue Two!

A

B

- Which map makes studying Arizona easier?
- Does map A or map B allow for a smaller section of our world to be studied in more detail?

When you compare A to B, is map B a large or small scale map?
Using the large-scale map above, travel through the following capitals in this order. Start in Phoenix, then travel to Little Rock, then Jefferson City, then Frankfort, then Nashville, and end your trip in Montgomery. Write the direction (north, south, east, west) to travel for each of the stops. Then convert the direction to the appropriate arrow on the lock (north=arrow up, south=arrow down, east=arrow right, and west=arrow left). ______, ______, ______, ______, ______.
Almost there! Don’t quit now we need that review guide!
Please place the following 5 maps in order from the smallest scale to the largest scale. Then multiply their numbers together. The number you get will open the last lock!

___ + ___ x ___ x ___ x ___ = ________
North America

Note: Dashed lines indicate boundaries between the territory of Nunavut, Canada and adjacent political units across water bodies.

Projection: Cylindrical Equidistant

Western Hemisphere

Note: Dashed lines indicate boundaries between the territory of Nunavut, Canada and adjacent political units across water bodies.

Projection: Cylindrical Equidistant